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Abstract. In this paper we address the problem of temporal segmentation of
videos. We present a multi-modal approach where clues from different informa-
tion sources are merged to perform the segmentation. Specifically, we segment
videos based on textual descriptions or commentaries of the action in the video.
Such a parallel information is available for cricket videos, a class of videos where
visual feature based (bottom-up) scene segmentation algorithms generally fail,
due to lack of visual dissimilarity across space and time. With additional top-
down information from textual domain, these ambiguities could be resolved to a
large extent. The video is segmented to meaningful entities or scenes, using the
scene level descriptions provided by the commentary. These segments can then
be automatically annotated with the respective descriptions. This allows for a se-
mantic access and retrieval of video segments, which is difficult to obtain from
existing visual feature based approaches. We also present techniques for auto-
matic highlight generation using our scheme.

1 Introduction

The significance and challenge of temporal segmentation of videos into meaningful
entities, is parallelled only by its spatial counterpart. Much of the previous work in
video segmentation has focused on shot-cut detection. Contiguous frames in the video,
which have little change in visual content are generally grouped into a video shot. A
shot change or a cut is detected, whenever the camera shifts, or the scene being captured
changes significantly. However, our work focuses on obtaining a scene segmentation,
which is a meaningful entity of a video [1]. This work is motivated by the following
facts:

• Shot-Cut detection, using visual features, has been well addressed in literature
[2,3,4]. However, the video shot obtained from cut detection is not generally a
meaningful entity. Shots are a low-level or syntactic representation of the video
content, while for the purpose of recognition, annotation and retrieval, a higher
level semantic representation such as a “scene”, is required.

• Semantic access to content, has met with much success in the text retrieval domain.
Much work exists on mining and retrieving semantic concepts from document col-
lections.

• A parallel text is available for many videos such as closed captions for news videos,
subtitles for movies, lyrics for music videos, commentary for sports videos, etc.
This text is a reliable source of information regarding the content of the video.
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• With a synchronisation between the text and the video, the video segments would
correspond to a textual description of the video. This allows for automatic annota-
tion of video segments with the associated text. The videos could then be accessed
at the semantic level and retrieved using human-understandable textual queries.

Segmenting a video into meaningful entities is very challenging since there is a lack
of correspondence between the meaning of the scene and the visual features. Previous
work that segments a video into scenes [1,5] using visual features [6,7] or scene dy-
namism [8], fail in many cases where there is no significant visual change across space
and time. This is especially true for the class of sports videos. However, this class of
videos have the advantage of being associated with a textual description in the form of a
commentary that is generally available in parallel. This text provides ample information
regarding the scene content and where and how it changes.

The Problem: In this paper we address the problem of segmenting a video into mean-
ingful scenes, using the text that describes the video. Specifically, we use the commen-
taries available for sports videos, to segment a cricket video into its constituent scenes,
called balls. Once segmented, the video could be automatically annotated by the text
for higher-level content access.

The Challenges: The scene changes in a sports video are highly ambiguous, since there
is no fixed point where one event ends and another begins. The videos are characterised
by diverse visuals within the scene and very similar visuals across scenes (at the scene
boundaries). This makes it difficult to find scene changes, using purely visual domain
techniques. To complicate things further, during broadcast, a large number of replays
are shown, which are not synchronous with the flow of the match. Moreover, the broad-
cast contains a large number of scenes, videos, graphics etc. that closely resemble the
actual match. They also contain a large number of advertisements that overlap in visual
content with the match scenes.

Apriori Knowledge Used: The ambiguities in the visual domain could be resolved by
using parallel information for the video. The parallel information could be obtained
form two sources: i) audio and ii) text. The audio in a sports video would consist of the
commentators’ running commentary and the audiences’ reaction. The audio is avail-
able only in a feature space, which needs to be converted to a more meaningful domain
(such as text) by using various speech recognition modules (which are inherently com-
plex and not totally accurate). Moreover the information from the audio domain is as
ambiguous as the visual domain (for very similar reasons). On the other hand, textual
commentaries, as available from websites such as Cricinfo.com(TM), are meaningful,
reliable, accurate, and complete, with regards to conveying the proceedings of the event.
Textual descriptions are accurate and meaningful, and immediately correspond to a se-
mantic representation. The semantics provide clues regarding the visual content, when
described using visual scene categories. By identifying the scene category from text,
the visual content could be estimated.

The Semantic Gap: The top-down information from text and the bottom-up informa-
tion from visual features has to be synchronized and merged. The top-down informa-
tion defines the approximate content of a video segment and the bottom-up techniques
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should be used to segment the video such that it appears similar to the model defined
for the segment. However, the commentaries are a high level conceptual description of
the scene, which cannot be directly represented using visual domain features, the so-
called Semantic Gap. A mechanism is required to bridge the semantic gap by finding
correspondences between scene changes and the scene descriptions. This is achieved
by building approximate scene models for each of the scene categories.

In other words, the top-down (textual) and bottom-up (visual) information needs to
be effectively merged to solve the problem on hand (segmentation). The visual clues
are used to estimate a scene segmentation, which is refined by constraining the seg-
mentation to look similar to the model defined. The optimization of this estimation is
performed using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) framework. Though explained in the
context of cricket videos, our techniques can be directly extended to any class of videos
where the events occur from a given set of categories.

Automatic Annotation: Following the segmentation, the textual description is directly
synchronized with the video segments. Thus, the segments could be automatically an-
notated. Automatic annotation of multimedia is of immense interest in the information
retrieval community. Existing content based retrieval systems are computationally ex-
pensive and few approaches can robustly retrieve from large video collections. Text
annotations of video allow us to build a text based retrieval system for videos, which is
very quick and efficient.

2 Visual Domain Processing of Videos

It is common to use the domain knowledge of the class of videos for processing them,
such as [9] for baseball, [10] for American football, [11] for tennis, and [12,13] for
cricket etc. We use the domain knowledge of the videos to build scene categories and
approximate scene models. The scene in cricket, is called the “ball” (similar to a “pitch”
in baseball). The ball is defined to begin with the bowler running to deliver the ball,
and end at the start of either i) the next ball, ii) a replay or iii) an advertisement. A
ball consists of the bowler running to deliver the ball, the ball being delivered, played,
fielded and returned. There are a minimum of six balls per over, and 50 overs for each
side to play. Between consecutive overs there is a lengthy break which is typically filled
with advertisements in the broadcast. A large number of replays are generally shown
between the balls. A conceptual description of the broadcast cricket video is given in
Figure 1.

In this section we describe the visual domain processing of the videos. We first detect
shot changes in the video and categorise the shots into one of several classes. These shot
classes and shot class transitions are used to model the scene categories as described in
Section 3.

Shot Detection. Much work exists in shot-cut detection [2,3]. Popular techniques that
use image features [7], optical flow [14] etc., are not applicable due to the heavy noise
that is common in broadcast videos. In such cases, a histogram based descriptor is well
suited [4]. To ensure invariance to minor changes in RGB values and to noise, the RGB
axes are binned, and each pixel is assigned to the cube that the bins describe. To enforce
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Fig. 1. Depiction of a generic cricket video. Each over has 6 (or more) balls, each scene consisting
of the ball being delivered, played, fielded and returned. In a broadcast, replays and graphics are
shown between the scenes and advertisements between the overs.

spatial consistence, we divide the frame to N blocks and build the binned histograms
for each block. For cut detection, the histograms of consecutive frames are compared
and a cut is detected if the difference is above a particular threshold. The threshold for
the given video is found using the technique described in [15].

Soft Classification of Shots. The detected shots are classified into one of the shot cate-
gories. For cricket videos, these are the set C = {pitch view, run-up view, player close-
up, crowd, advertisement, replay}. The different shot classes are shown in Figure 2.
Though these classes exhibit wide disparity over different matches, the features from
the video for a given cricket match (or in many cases a given tournament of matches)
are very similar. The representative histogram feature vector Ci = fCi1, fCi2, ..., fCin

for each shot class is learnt from training data. Each shot S = fS1, fS2, ..., fSn is
compared with the class-representative feature vector Ci, using the L1-Norm to obtain
d(S, Ci) =

∑n
k=1(fCik−fSk) . The shots are classified using the maximum likelihood

estimate as

Class(fS1, fS2, ..., fSn) = arg max
i

d(S, Ci)∑
k(d(S, Ck))

The accuracy of shot classification is presented in Figure 3 (a).

Another class of shots that we need to handle are the advertisements and replays. Pre-
vious advertisement detection methods [16] rely on the intensity in activity from the
large variations in the video frames. However, this is also valid for action sequences
in a sports video. Replay detection techniques [17] have used a replay transition detec-
tion, or slow motion as a clue, which are not applicable for our case. Instead, it was
observed that for advertisements and replays, the video production removes the score-
board at the bottom, that is generally present for the match play, as can be seen in
Figure 2. The scoreboard could be detected to distinguish between match play and ad-
vertisement/replay. Our method provides a detection accuracy of 82.44% for the class
advertisemnts/replays.

Segmenting using Visual Features. Scene segmentation in visual domain could be per-
formed by using the pitch views as canonical scenes [18] that bound the action. How-
ever, due to the large number of replays, and the inaccuracy of shot classification, the
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Fig. 2. Example frames from the shot classes, from left to right: Ground view, West Indies player,
Crowd, Pitch view, Indian player and Advertisement. Note that the scoreboard present in the
bottom of the screen for the shot classes, is absent for the advertisement.

identified pitch views are more than the number of balls, consequently, yielding poor
segmentation. It was observed that over a duration of 8 hours of a match with 629 balls,
945 segments were obtained, where the extra segments come from repeated pitch view
shots. Moreover, a large number of balls (52) were missed due to inaccurate shot clas-
sification. By enforcing a minimum time duration for each segment, a large number of
false positives were eliminated, but many outliers still remained. Also the segmenta-
tion tends to favour segments of the same size, while the duration of the scenes would
actually depend on the scene category.

3 Modelling the Scene Categories

In cases where the visual domain techniques are insufficient for scene segmentation, a
parallel textual description could be used to provide additional information. Such par-
allel text is available for sports videos in the form of online commentaries. For. eg., the
commentary of a cricket game is given below:

13.1 Smith to Sehwag, FOUR, short of a good length and outside the off, driven on
the up superbly through cover, the timing and placement are excellent, Bravo dives des-
perately but can’t quite pull it back

13.2 Smith to Sehwag, 1 run, played away for a single

13.3 Smith to Yuvraj Singh, FOUR, short of a length and outside the off, Yuvraj stands
tall and times that magnificently through cover point. That is a good shot from Yuvraj!

It can be seen that the commentaries contain heavy usage of the domain specific vo-
cabulary, which is a highly conceptual representation. Mapping such semantic concepts
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Precision-Recall of the shot classification (b) Scene model for the outcome FOUR

to lower level features from images/video is a major challenge corresponding to bridg-
ing the semantic gap. We model the scenes by finding an approximate map between the
shot and scene classes. We assume that each scene class could be characterized by the
shot classes it consists of, along with their durations and transitions. The scene building
is described in Algorithm 1. The input to build the scene model are the training example
scenes < V1, V2, ..., Vn > of the scene Ss. Let LVi be the length of the video Vi. The
text commentary is used to generate a hypothetical video’s representation that is used
as the model for the entire match.

The average duration of a given scene is computed from the examples and used
to build a descriptor for the scene. The scene descriptor is the set of probabilities for a
given frame to belong to each of the shot classes. These probabilities model the scene to
a large extent. For example, in case of the outcome four, the pitch view would generally
be followed by the ground view for some time, and the camera would then shift to the
players. Such probabilities are computed for each frame and normalized to the average
length of the scene. The scene model for the outcome FOUR is shown in Figure 3(b).

Algorithm 1. Train Model(Ss, < V1, V2, ..., Vn >)
1: Find average length LSi of the videos < V1, V2, ..., Vn >
2: Set Ss = NULL
3: for Vi = V1 to Vn do
4: Identify shots, Ci1 , Ci2 , ..., Cim in Vi

5: for each shot j = 1 to m and each shot-class k = 1 to l do
6: Find probability Pk(Cij ), of shot Cij belonging to the k th shot-class
7: end for

/*Build scene representation Ssi as */
8: for j = 1 to LVi , and each shot-class k = 1 to l do
9: Append Pk(Cij ) to Ssik

10: end for
11: Scale Ssik

to average length LSi

12: For each k = 1 to l, Append Ssik
to Ssi

13: end for
14: Average Ssi over i = 1 to n to obtain Ss

15: return Ss
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The above representation builds a model for the intra scene shot changes. To describe
the video completely, an inter-scene model is required. The inter scene model describes
the probabilities of a particular scene following a given scene. This is modelled for the
purpose of handling advertisements and replays. The model learns the probability of
an advertisement or replay to follow a given scene. Generally a replay follows a scene
belonging to four or six etc., and advertisements follow an out scene. The intra-scene
and inter-scene models are used to provide a model for the video to be matched against.

4 Text Driven Segmentation of the Video

4.1 Maximum Likelihood Formulation of Scene Segmentation

The segmentation procedure should identify the begin and end frames of the scenes,
over the entire video. The real scene boundary Zi is assumed to be fixed but unknown.
The estimate zi of the scene boundary, is assumed to be found near the real boundary Zi

with a probability distribution that follows a Gaussian. The Gaussian is centered around
Zi, with a variance σ. The estimate zi is obtained from visual-temporal information. Let
such an observation of the beginning and end of a scene Si be zi1 and zi2 respectively.
The likelihood that shot Si bounded by zi1 and zi2 actually corresponds to a real scene
X is given by P (Si|X) = P (zi1 , zi2 |X). This likelihood corresponds to a local cost
of corresponding Si to X . The global cost of matching scene estimate set γ with real
scene boundaries is given by

L(γ) = p(Z1, Z2|γ) =
∏

0<i<n

P (zi1 , zi2 |X)

where n is the number of shots in the video. The maximization of the global likeli-
hood function corresponds to minimizing its negative logarithm. In cases where the
scenes are not represented by a known model, the optimization of this function could
be done using an Expectation Maximization approach, where both the segmentation
and scene parameters are learnt simultaneously. However, using the textual informa-
tion, the appropriate scene models could be plugged into the likelihood computation.
The minimization in such a situation would correspond to a simple weighted matching
or assignment problem, which could be solved in polynomial time using dynamic pro-
gramming. The derivation of local cost between a scene estimate and a scene model is
derived following the building of scene models in Section 4.2.

The Generative Video Model. In an ML framework, the observed data, D, or the given
video, needs to be compared with an assumed model for the data M . In a general model
fitting problem, there are two unknowns: i) the model parameters and ii) the mapping of
the data to the model. These unknowns are estimated using an Expectation Maximiza-
tion procedure. This would be a bottom-up approach. The results of a purely bottom
up approach would be poor, due to the ambiguities present in the observed data and
the absence of an appropriate scene model. Top-down information in the form of tex-
tual descriptions, could be used to identify the scene models and parameters. With such
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Algorithm 2. Generate Video Representation(Match Commentary)
1: Set G = NULL
2: Parse Match Commentary and identify the ball Bi and their corresponding Outcomes Oi

3: for each ball i = 1 to n do
4: Identify scene model Ss for Oi

5: Append Ss to G
6: end for
7: Return G

information, the only unknown that remains, is the mapping of the observed data to the
assumed model. The model M is built from the Match Commentary using Algo-
rithm 2.

4.2 Segmenting Using the Video Model

The model M , would be a hypothetical video, generated from the scene descriptions.
For each ball in the match, the scene category is identified and the corresponding scene
model is appended to the generated video. Advertisements and replay shots are added
based on the probability of their occurrence following a given scene. The generated
model provides an approximation of the shot and scene changes in the video for the
given scene description. The mapping of D to M , can be computed using a Dynamic
Programming (DP) technique [19]. Assuming that the distance array in the DP proce-
dure is given as D, we use the DP cost computation:

D(i, j) = min

⎧
⎨

⎩

D(i − 1, j) + c(i, 0)
D(i − 1, j − 1) + d(i, j)
D(i, j − 1) + c(0, j)

where the local distance between two frames, i and j is given by

d(i, j) =
∑

s∈shotclasses

P (is).P (js)

P (is) being the probability that the ith frame belongs to the s shot class; and c(i, 0)
is the cost of occlusion. The cost of occlusion is lesser if one of the frames belongs to
an advertisement scene, and more otherwise. The optimal path of the match is found by
backtracking the DP matrix. With this match, the observed scenes from D are warped
onto the generated model M . The segments of a scene is the segment that maps to the
scene in the generated model. The procedure is depicted in Figure 4. The procedure is
given in Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 3, the Dynamic Programming and Back Track are
standard dynamic programming and backtracking algorithms.

The scenes obtained from the text driven segmentation, were evaluated manually
over a 20 minute video. The segments were found to be satisfactory. Out of 124 balls,
the segmentation was able to identify about 98 balls correctly. The errors in identifi-
cation are due to the overlap with replays and advertisements. The presence of large
number of replays and advertisements, especially back to back, causes the estimation to
perform poorly. It was also found that the segments generally follow the length of the
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Algorithm 3. Segment Video(V , G)
1: Set S = NULL
2: Identify shots, C1, C2, ..., Cm in V
3: for each shot j = 1 to m and each shot-class k = 1 to l do
4: Find probability Pk(Cj), of shot Cj belonging to the k th shot-class
5: end for

/*Build video representation S as */
6: for j = 1 to LVi , and each shot-class k = 1 to l do
7: Append Pk(Cj) to Sk

8: end for
9: Compute D = Dynamic Programming(S, G)

10: Find optimal path using P = Back Track(D)
/*Segment Video*/

11: for each scene s = 1 to n do
12: Find the scene segment Gs corresponding to s in generated video G
13: Find correspondence of Gs in P
14: Output Vs corresponding to Gs in P
15: Annotate Vs with the scene description of s
16: end for

scene model, in the absence of other discrimination. The scene model, thus, constraints
the accuracy of segments obtained.

5 Automatic Annotation of Scenes

Following the text driven segmentation of video, the balls are synchronized with their
commentary. This enables automatic annotations of the video scenes with their respec-
tive description. Such an annotation could be used for retrieval and summarization. It
should be noted that automatic annotation of videos using visual features alone is a
very difficult task using existing techniques. It is in cases like these that cross-modal
techniques are highly relevant.

5.1 Retrieval

From the process of annotation, each ball has an associated textual description, which
allows us to build a text based search engine over the videos. The video segments are
indexed by the keywords associated with them. The keywords are obtained from the uni-
gram frequencies of the words in the entire commentary. The most commonly occurring
words are removed as stop-words. For each keyword, the associated video segments are
found and indexed to it. Given a query, the index is searched for the query word, and
the matched index is retrieved for the user. The user can then click on the search results
and view the video segment. A screenshot of the retrieval tool is shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Snapshot of the “Cricket Browser”, the tool that allows to browse through the matches and
allows for searching the annotation, thereby providing semantic access to cricket videos

The retrieval of videos using our scheme is interactive, with a retrieval time of about
0.01 seconds. This is because the search is performed in the text domain, and no image
or video feature comparisons are necessary (as in general CBIR). The user can search
for popular outcomes such as four, six, out etc., or for scenes involving his favourite
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player. The user could also search in the descriptions, which means he could search for
semantic concepts like an out swinger. Learning and identifying such subtle concepts
using purely visual domain practises, is highly involved, which is circumvented by our
approach. However, the accuracy of the search system is affected by the errors from the
scene segmentation phase. With accurate scene segmentation, the search could provide
accurate retrieval of video scenes.

5.2 Summarization

Highlights of the match are generated by finding interesting events from the commen-
tary. An exciting ball is generally described in detail, with many adjectives in the sen-
tences. These are identified using text processing schemes and the exciting balls are
extracted for the highlights. We compared our highlights with those shown on TV for
two matches. The evaluation measure was the number of highlights missed during the
entire match. The results of the evaluations are shown in Table 1. The large disparity
between the durations between the TV highlights and those generated by us is due to
the fact that we have not incorporated replays into the highlights. The missed highlights
are those which were not classified as exciting due to lack of detailed description in the
commentary of some of the balls.

Table 1. Comparison of generated highlights with those created manually

Match Input Duration Highlights’ Duration TV Highlights’ Duration Missed Highlights
Ind Vs. WI 1 4.00 32 min 48 min 13
Ind Vs. WI 2 3.26 hr 37 min 45 min 16

6 Conclusions and Future Directions

The major contributions of our work are:

• A novel framework that performs temporal segmentation of videos into scenes by
effectively merging the scene description information with visual features

• A formulation to partially bridge the semantic gap between the descriptions and the
video shots they correspond to

• Automatic annotation of multimedia with text
• Search and retrieval, summarization and highlight generation of videos

One application of the results of our work is in learning semantic concepts such as
a poor shot or a good ball. We have, in this work, modelled distinctive concepts for
the scene models, but more robust representations are required to model concepts over
shorter sequences. User preferences for highlights could be learnt using relevance feed-
back and customized match summaries could be generated. With an annotated corpus
many video processing algorithms could be built and tested on this platform. Activity
recognition systems could be reliably trained and evaluated using our corpus.
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